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Marriott Mena House, Cairo

SPECIAL JOURNEYS

CLEOPATRA SERENITY JOURNEY -  EGP 1,445/90 MINUTES:
Enjoy our Serenity Journey by starting up with our relaxing spa facilities, followed by your choice of 

Swedish/Aroma massage, along with a facial express skin enhancement treatment. End up your journey 

with a complimentary after-treatment healthy salad, along with your choice of a complimentary herbal 

tea or fresh juice while overlooking the Pyramids or chilling-out at the pool. 

SARAY BEAUTY JOURNEY – EGP 1,970/180 MINUTES
A half-day journey, where you can find your peace of mind & rejuvenate your body…

Start your journey with our relaxing spa facilities, preparing you to the most indulging head to toe 

experience along with your choice from 3 body scrubs*, choice of Swedish/Aroma massage, along with 

20 minutes complimentary reflexology. Before you end your journey, you will experience the facial 

express skin enhancement treatment. Conclude your journey with a choice of herbal tea/fresh juice with 

the magical scenery of the Pyramids at 139 restaurant.      

*Dead sea mud scrub excluded

BRIDAL GLAMOUR JOURNEY – EGP 2,510/180 MINUTES
Rejuvenate to start your special day by our gifted relaxing essential oils bath, preparing you for our 

special satin shimmer body scrub followed by a relaxing Aroma massage with our signature orange and 

patchouli oils. End up your journey with our special purifying blemish facial treatment, which allows skin 

cleansing along with exfoliation in order to encourage a “new skin” effect, brightens the skin, corrects 

dark spots, and works on smoothing the wrinkles.

SARAY PROMOTION:
Book two of our signature treatments and enjoy your third treatment complimentary*

*Check with our Spa host for complimentary treatments included in the offer.

*Promotion can be adjourned during peak times


